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Orchestral Music
Bulletin - Council for Research in Music Education
In The Score, The Orchestra, and the Conductor, internationally-renowned
conducting instructor Gustav Meier presents his practical approach to preparing an
orchestral score for rehearsal and performance. Well-illustrated with numerous
music examples, charts, figures, and tables, Meier's methods, grounded in the rich
body of his collected experience as a music director and teacher of conducting
students, are explained in great detail. Meier covers all aspects of conducting from
experimenting without the orchestra to creating signals that produce the desired
sound. The methods he describes offer specific and readily applicable advice for
virtually every musical and technical decision that occurs in the important phase
between when a conductor first decides upon a specific score and the first
rehearsal with an orchestra. And from ear training to working with musicians to
programming, he also offers his expertise on the day-to-day aspects of conducting
and musical performance.The Score, The Orchestra, and the Conductor will be an
indispensable and often-read contribution to the library of every music director and
conducting student.

The New Records
Complete orchestral score of Symphony No. 4 in F Minor, Op. 36; Symphony No. 5
in E Minor, Op. 64; Symphony No. 6 in B Minor, "Pathetique," Op. 74. Study score.
Reprinted from the Breitkopf & Härtel editions.

Notes
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Library of Congress Catalog
Doctoral Dissertations in Musicology
Radio Times
A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress printed cards.

The Firebird in Full Score (Original 1910 Version)
Dissertation Abstracts International
Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings
Ovation
The Musical Times
Gramophone
At the Piano
The Damnation Of Faust - Dramatic Legend In Four Parts is an unchanged, highquality reprint of the original edition of 1880. Hansebooks is editor of the literature
on different topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions,
cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres.As a publisher we focus on the
preservation of historical literature.Many works of historical writers and scientists
are available today as antiques only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books and
contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical
knowledge for the future.

A Study of the Life and Work of Frederick Stock During the
Time He Served as Musical Director of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra
Familiar to conductors, orchestra managers, and music librarians, this classic
sourcebook of information necessary to plan orchestral programs and organize
rehearsals has been greatly expanded and revised. The fourth edition features
nearly 6400 compositions that cover the standard repertoire for American
orchestras (a 42% increase over the third edition), clearer entries, and a more
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useful system of appendixes. Included for the first time are entries from the
American Symphony Orchestra League's OLIS repertoire database.

International Record Review
The Clarinet
The guide to English language reviews of all music recorded on compact discs.

The Firebird, 1919 Suite
Stravinsky's ballet score for The Firebird launched his career as a composer after
its Paris premiere in 1910. Although he extracted an orchestral suite the following
year, the large orchestra required limited performances in the concert hall. World
War I, the Russian Revolution and a move to Switzerland intervened before he was
able to arrange a suitable concert suite for a normal-sized orchestra, which was
given its premiere by Ernest Ansermet and the newly founded Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande in April of 1919. Offered here is the first definitive newly engraved
publication of the concert-hall staple in the near-century since its first publication
by Chester in 1920 - in a notoriously error-heavy edition. Thoroughly researched
and edited by Clark McAlister and Clinton F. Nieweg, this new study score will be a
most welcome addition to the libraries of conductors, music students and fans of
the great Russian master's music everywhere.

School of Music, Theatre & Dance (University of Michigan)
Publications
Includes miscellaneous newsletters (Music at Michigan, Michigan Muse), bulletins,
catalogs, programs, brochures, articles, calendars, histories, and posters.

The rite of spring
With this brilliant and uncompromising work perhaps the most famous musical
work of the twentieth century Stravinsky changed the course of modern music
forever. Discarding conventional harmonies for bizarrely dissonant chords, and
uniform metrics for harshly jarring beat patterns, he created a sensational theater
piece that, at the work's 1931 premier, caused the music world's most talkedabout riot. "Every law of musical syntax, every canon of harmony seems to have
been violated, every limit of rhythmic perversity and eccentricity of orchestration
exceeded in this tumultuous cataclysm of sound," says "Grove's"; "yet with all its
deliberate crudity and violence the 'Rite' is a clearly planned and perfectly
controlled and coordinated piece of music [that] has long been accepted
universally as a masterpiece and is in the repertory of every large symphony
orchestra." Reproduced here from an authoritative edition, the score is ideal for
study in the classroom, at home, or in the concert hall. This affordable, durable,
and portable volume will be the edition of choice for music students and music
lovers alike."
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Student's Guide to A2 Music
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before,
are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these
classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text
and artwork.

Orchestral Music in Print
Ton de Leeuw was a truly groundbreaking composer. As evidenced by his
pioneering study of compositional methods that melded Eastern traditional music
with Western musical theory, he had a profound understanding of the complex and
often divisive history of twentieth-century music. Now his renowned chronicle
Music of the Twentieth Century is offered here in a newly revised English-language
edition. Music of the Twentieth Century goes beyond a historical survey with its
lucid and impassioned discussion of the elements, structures, compositional
principles, and terminologies of twentieth-century music. De Leeuw draws on his
experience as a composer, teacher, and music scholar of non-European music
traditions, including Indian, Indonesian, and Japanese music, to examine how
musical innovations that developed during the twentieth century transformed
musical theory, composition, and scholarly thought around the globe.

Whirligigs
Fanfare
The Gramophone
Music and Musicians
Symphony Magazine
Handsome, unabridged, inexpensive edition of modern masterpiece renowned for
brilliant orchestration, glowing color, evocative power. Includes list of characters
and instruments, plus new English translation of Table of Contents.

Music in Print Annual Supplement
Bulletin of the Council for Research in Music Education
The Damnation Of Faust
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Windplayer
Interviews met Leif Ove Andsnes, Jonathan Biss, Simone Dinnerstein, Marc-André
Hamelin, Stephen Hough, Steven Osborne, Yevgeny Sudbin en Yuja Wang.

The Score, the Orchestra, and the Conductor
Fourth, fifth and sixth symphonies
Orchestral Music in Print
Elegy for Peter Harthoorn
The Score
Music of the Twentieth Century
Robert Graves Songs
Journal of the Conductors' Guild
CD Review Digest
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